
stands Edifier SS02C for Edifier S2000MKIII speakers (brown) Ref: 6923520268368
stands Edifier SS02C for Edifier S2000MKIII speakers (brown) 2pcs.

Edifier speakers stands
Edifier's  high-quality  speaker  stands  will  allow  you  to  display  your  speakers  and  enhance  the  acoustic  experience.  They  are  made  of
sturdy MDF construction, making them durable and long-lasting. The set includes 2 pieces.
 
Practical shock absorption
You don't have to worry about scratches or dents on the floor. Rubber feet prevent scratches and also provide stability on any straight
surface.
 
Impressive design
Thanks  to  their  perfect  workmanship  and  unique  design,  the  stands  fit  into  any  interior  and  make  it  even  more  striking.  The  wood
combined with the deep black gives a uniquely elegant and luxurious feel that will work in any home.
 
Stability and safety 
The racks are made of durable and stable construction with thick MDF board, which makes the racks stable and therefore safe to use. So
you don't have to worry about damaging your speakers. 
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No unwanted vibrations
Edifier  stands  are  designed  and  balanced  so  as  not  to  cause  any  unpleasant  vibrations  while  playing  music  and  movies  on  the  floor,
regardless of the volume setting.
 
Easy to assemble
Mounting the stands is extremely quick and easy and requires no special tools. Just screw on the top and bottom of the stand, and you're
done. Once the structure is screwed together, you can mount your speakers and enjoy your favorite music.  
 
Included
Edifier ST300 stands 2pcs
Brand
Edifier
Model
SS02C
Stand size (middle part)
290 x 350 x 648mm
Stand size
350x290x24mm
Size of the top
253x193x24mm
Weight
17.14kg
Height
648mm
Color
Brown
Material
MDF

Preço:

€ 140.00

Audio, Stand
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